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Abstract
In this paper, we derive a posteriori error estimates for the nite element approximation of quadratic optimal boundary
control problems. We derive a posteriori error estimates for both the state and the control approximation on polygonal
domains. Such estimates, which are apparently not available in the literature, can be used to construct reliable adaptive
nite element approximation schemes for the control problems. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Finite element approximation of optimal control problems plays a very important role in numerical
methods of these problems. There have been extensive studies in this aspect, see, for example,
[4,5,14,16,17,19,21{24,26,35,36,42,43]. Some of the recent progress in this area has been summarised
in [20,38,39,41], and the references cited therein. Systematic introductions of the nite element
method for PDEs and optimal control problems can be found in, for example, [11,20,38,41].
Adaptive nite element approximation is among the most important means to boost accuracy and
eciency of the nite element discretization. It ensures a higher density of nodes in certain area of
the given domain, where the solution is more dicult to approximate, using an a posteriori error
indicator. If further renement is to be performed then the error indicator is used as a guide as
to show the renement might be accomplished most eciently. The literature in this area is huge.
 Corresponding author.
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Some of techniques directly relevant to our work can be found in [1,7,8,10,13,44,45]. It is our belief
that adaptive nite element enhancement is one of the future directions to peruse in developing
sophisticated numerical methods for optimal design problems.
Although adaptive nite element approximation is widely used in engineering numerical simula-
tion, it has not been fully utilised in numerical computation of optimal design problems. Most of
the error indicators used for optimal control problems in the literature are of heuristic nature, see for
instance [3,6,12]. For instance, in some existing work on adaptive nite element approximation of
optimal design, the mesh renement is guided by a posteriori error estimator constructed solely from
the state equation: error information from approximation of the control (design) is not utilised. In
another work (see [12]), a pre-xed mesh renement scheme is applied around the possible sin-
gularity points of the state equation. Although these methods may work well in some particular
applications, they in general cannot be applied condently.
In this work we present a posteriori error analysis for the nite element approximation of convex
optimal boundary control problems. The purpose of this work is to derive a posteriori error estimates
for the nite element approximation of convex optimal boundary control problems. These error
estimates are based on the estimation of the discretisation error for the state and the control (design).
The obtained error estimates can then be used as a posteriori error indicators to construct reliable
adaptive nite element methods.
The problem that we are interested in is the following quadratic optimal boundary control problem:
min
u2K
fky − ydk2L2(@
)=2 + kuk2L2(@
)=2g;
− div(A3y) + a0y = f in 
; (A3y)  nj@
 = Bu+ zb;
(1.1)
where K is a closed convex set. The details will be specied later on. This study is the rst step
towards deriving a posteriori error estimates for more complicated control problems.
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we shall give a brief review on the nite element
method and then construct the nite element approximation for the boundary control problem. In
Section 3, a posteriori error bounds are derived for the control problem. In the last section we briey
discuss some possible future work.
Let 
 be a bounded open set in Rn (n63) with a Lipschitz boundary @
. In this paper we
adopt the standard notation Wm;q(
) for Sobolev spaces on 
 with norm k  kWm; q(
) and semi-norm
j  jWm; q(
). We set Wm;q0 (
)  fw2Wm;q(
): wj@
 = 0g. We denote Wm;2(
) (Wm;20 (
)) by Hm(
)
(Hm0 (
)). In addition, c or C denotes a general positive constant independent of h.
2. Finite element approximation of optimal control problems
In this section we study the nite element approximation of distributed convex optimal control
problems where the control appears in boundary conditions. In this paper, we shall take the state
space V = H 1(
) and the control space U = L2(@
) to x the idea. Let the observation space
Y = L2(@
). Let B be a linear continuous operator from U to U . Let K = fu2U : u>gg where
g is a constant. We agree that K = U when g = −1. We are interested in the following optimal
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boundary control problem: Given f; yd; zb, nd (y; u)2V  K such that
min
u2K
fky − ydk2L2(@
)=2 + kuk2L2(@
)=2g;
− div(A3y) + a0y = f in 
; (A3y)  nj@
 = Bu+ zb;
where f2L2(
); yd; zb 2L2(@
); a0 2L1(
), and
A() = (ai; j())nn 2 (L1(
))nn
such that there is a constant c> 0 satisfying that a0>c and for any vector X 2Rn
X tAX>ckX k2Rn :
Let H = L2(
) and let
a(y; w) =
Z


((A3y) 3w + a0yw); 8y; w2V;
(f1; f2) =
Z


f1f2; 8(f1; f2)2H  H;
(u; v)U =
Z
@

uv; 8(u; v)2U  U:
It follows from the assumptions on A and a0 that there are constants c and C> 0 such that 8y; w2V
a(y; y)>ckyk2V ; ja(y; w)j6CkykVkwkV :
Then the standard weak formula for the state equation reads: nd y(u)2V such that
a(y(u); w) = (f;w) + (Bu+ zb; w)U ; 8w2H 1(
):
Therefore, the above model control problem can be restated as (QBCP)
min
u2K
fky − ydk2L2(@
)=2 + kuk2L2(@
)=2g;
a(y(u); w) = (f;w) + (Bu+ zb; w)U ; 8w2V = H 1(
):
It is well known (see, e.g., [27]) that the control problem (QBCP) has a unique solution (y; u),
and that a pair (y; u) is the solution of (QBCP) if and only if there is a co-state p 2V such that
the triplet (y; p; u) satises the following optimality conditions (QBCP-OPT):
a(y; w) = (f;w) + (Bu + zb; w)U ; 8w2V = H 1(
); (2.1)
a(q; p) = (y − yd; q)U ; 8q2V = H 1(
); (2.2)
(u + Bp; v− u)U>0; 8v2K U = L2(@
); (2.3)
where B is the adjoint operator of B.
Let us consider the nite element approximation of the control problem (QBCP). Here we only
consider n-simplex elements. Also we only consider conforming Lagrange elements.
Let 
h be a polygonal approximation to 
 with boundary @
h. Let Th be a partitioning of 
h
into disjoint regular n-simplices , so that 

h
=
S
2Th . Each element has at most one face on @

h,
and  and  0 have either only one common vertex or a whole edge or face if  and  0 2Th. We
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further require that Pi 2 @
h ) Pi 2 @
 where fPig (i = 1; : : : ; J ) is the vertex set associated with
the triangulation Th.
We assume that 
 is a convex polygon so that 
=
h. The general case is much more complicated
to discuss. Associated with Th is a nite-dimensional subspace Sh of C( 

h
), such that j are
polynomials of m-order (m>1) for all 2 Sh and 2Th. Let V h= Sh, it is easy to see that V hV .
Let ThU be a partitioning of @

h into disjoint regular (n − 1)-simplices s, so that @
h = Ss2ThU s.
Assume that s and s 0 have either only one common vertex or a whole face if s and s 0 2ThU .
Associated with ThU is another nite-dimensional subspace W
h
U of L
2(@
h), such that js are poly-
nomials of k-order (k>0) for all 2WhU and s2ThU . Here there is no requirement for the continuity
of 2WhU . Let Uh =WhU . Let h (hs) denote the maximum diameter of the element  (s) in Th (ThU ).
Due to the limited regularity of the optimal control u in general, there will be no advantage in
considering higher-order nite element spaces than the piecewise constant space for the control. We
therefore only consider the piecewise constant nite element space for the approximation of the con-
trol, though higher-order nite element spaces will be used to approximate the state and the co-state.
Therefore in this paper we always take Uh = fu2U : ujs 2P0g, where P0 is the 0-order polynomial
space.
The following lemmas are used in deriving residual type a posteriori error estimates.
Lemma 2.1. Let ^h be the average interpolation operator dened in [40]. For m=0 or 1; 16q61
and 8v2W 1; q(
h);
jv− ^hvjWm; q()6
X
 0\ 6=;
Ch1−m jvjW 1; q( 0):
Lemma 2.2 (Kufner et al. [25]). For all v2W 1; q(); 16q<1;
kvkW 0; q(@)6C(h−1=q kvkW 0; q() + h1−1=q jvjW 1; q()):
Let Kh = fvh 2Uh: vh>gg to x idea. Then a possible nite element approximation of (QBCP)
reads: (OBCP)h
min
u2Kh
fkyh − ydk2L2(@
)=2 + kuhk2L2(@
)=2g;
a(yh(uh); wh) = (f;wh) + (Buh + zb; wh)U ; 8wh 2V h;
where Kh is a closed convex set in Uh. This is a nite-dimensional optimisation problem, and may be
solved by existing mathematical programming methods such as Steepest Descent Method, Conjugate
Gradient Method, and Trust Domain Method, etc.
It follows that the control problem (QBCP)h has a unique solution (yh ; u

h) and that a pair
(yh ; u

h)2V h  Uh is the solution of (QBCP)h if and only if there is a co-state ph 2V h such that
the triplet (yh ; p

h ; u

h) satises the following optimality conditions (QBCP− OPT)h
a(yh ; wh) = (f;wh) + (Bu

h + zb; wh)U ; 8wh 2V hV = H 1(
); (2.4)
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a(qh; ph) = (y

h − yd; qh)U ; 8qh 2V hV = H 1(
); (2.5)
(uh + B
ph ; vh − uh)U>0; 8vh 2KhU = L2(@
): (2.6)
In order to obtain a numerical solution of acceptable accuracy for the optimal control problem, the
nite element meshes have to be rened according to a mesh renement scheme. Adaptive nite
element approximation uses an a posteriori error indicator to guide the mesh renement procedure.
Adaptive nite element approximation only renes the area where the error indicator is larger so that
higher density of nodes is distributed over the area where the solution is dicult to approximate. In
this sense, eciency and reliability of adaptive nite element approximation very much rely on these
of the error indicator used. In the following section we shall derive some a posteriori error estimates
for the nite element approximation of the optimal boundary control problem, which can be used as
such an error indicator in developing adaptive nite element schemes of the control problem.
3. A posteriori error estimates
A priori error estimates for nite element approximation of convex optimal control problems have
been much studied in the literature, see, for examples, the references listed in Section 1. However,
there are substantial dierences between a priori error estimates and a posteriori error estimates
for such control problems. The optimality conditions (QBCP-OPT) may be viewed as a coupled
variational inequality system. There is much work on elliptic or parabolic variational inequality, see,
e.g., [15,18,28{30,37], for a priori error estimates of linear and nonlinear variational inequalities,
[2,22,23,34] for a posteriori error estimates. However, the problems studied in the literature are very
dierent from that to be studied in this work, and it does not seem that the methods used in existing
work can be easily adopted to this case. Very recently in [33] a posteriori error estimates are derived
for the nite element approximation of convex optimal control problems with distributed controls.
In this work we derive a posteriori error estimates for the nite element approximation of convex
optimal boundary problems. In general, the nite element approximation of a boundary control
problem is far more complicated to analyse than that of a distributed control problem. Although
some of techniques used in [33] are adopted here, we believe that there are substantial dierences
between the two problems in both the estimates obtained and the methods used.
For the time being, let us ignore the co-state equation and inequality (2.2){(2.3), as frequently
done in some existing work. That is, we replace u with its approximation uh and try to obtain
some a posteriori error information from (2.1) and (2.4). Let u be the solution of (QBCP) and let
uh 2Kh be the approximation of u given by (QBCP)h. Let y(uh) be the solution of the following
equation:
a(y(uh); w) = (f;w) + (Bu

h + zb; w)U ; 8w2V: (3.1)
Let us rst note the following well-known projection equation from (3.1) and (2.4):
a(y(uh); wh)− a(yh ; wh) = 0; 8wh 2V h:
In the following we apply the standard residual techniques (see, e.g., [1,8,44]). Let e= y(uh)− yh .
Then it follows from the projection equation, Green’s formula, and Holder’s inequality that
ckek2H 1(
)6 a(y(uh)− yh ; y(uh)− yh )
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= a(y(uh)− yh ; e) = a(y(uh)− yh ; e − eI)
=
X

Z

(A3(y(uh)− yh )3(e − eI) + a0(y(uh)− yh )(e − eI))
= (f; e − eI) + (Buh + zb; e − eI)U +
X

Z

(div(A3yh )− a0yh )(e − eI)
−
X

Z
@
(A3yh  n)(e − eI)
=
X

Z

(f + div(A3yh )− a0yh )(e − eI)−
X
l\ @
=;
Z
l
[(A3yh  n)](e − eI)
−
X
l @

Z
l
((A3yh  n)− Buh − zb)(e − eI)
6C
X

k(f + div(A3yh )− a0yh )kL2()ke − eIkL2() + C
X
l\ @
=;
k[(A3yh  n)]kL2(l)
ke − eIkL2(l) + C
X
l @

k(A3yh  n)− Buh − zbkL2(l)ke − eIkL2(l);
where l is a face of an element , eI = ^he is the interpolation of e as dened in Lemma 2.1 and
[(A3yh  n)]l is the A-normal derivative jump over the interior face l, dened by
[(A3yh  n)]l = (A3yh j1l − A3yh j2l )  n; (3.2)
where n is the unit normal vector on l = 1l \ 2l outwards 1l . Let hl be the maximum diameter of
the face l. Then it follows from the Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that
ckek2H 1(
)6C
X

kh(f + div(A3yh )− a0yh )kL2()k3ekL2()
+C
X
l6 @

kh1=2l [(A3yh  n)]kL2(l)k3ekL2()
+C
X
l @

kh1=2l (A3yh  n− Buh − zb)kL2(l)k3ekL2()
6C
X

Z

h2(f + div(A3yh )− a0yh )2 + C
X
l6 @

Z
l
hl[(A3yh  n)]2
+C
X
l @

Z
l
hl(A3yh  n− Buh − zb)2 +
c
2
kek2H 1(
):
Therefore we have
ky(uh)− yhk2H 1(
)6C^2;
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where
^2 =
X

Z

h2(f + div(A3yh )− a0yh )2 +
X
l6 @

Z
l
hl[(A3yh  n)]2
+
X
l @

Z
l
hl((A3yh  n)− Buh − zb)2:
This type of a posteriori error estimators is well-known in adaptive nite element methods (see, e.g.,
[1,13,44]).
The prime advantage of this approach is the simplicity. Only the state equation is used to construct
a posteriori error indicators. The constraints make no eect on these indicators.
One may use this error estimator to rene the mesh for the approximation of the state y, though
it gives no information for the control approximation. An adaptive scheme based on this estimator
is unlikely always to yield ecient mesh renements. This will become clearer later and we shall
come back to this point in the end of this section.
In the following we derive full a posteriori error estimates for the state and the control.
Theorem 3.1. Let (y; u) and (yh ; u

h) be the solutions of (QBCP) and (QBCP)
h. Let p and ph
be the solutions of the co-state equations (2:2) and (2:5); respectively. Then
ku − uhk2U + ky − yhk2V + kp − phk2V6C2; (3.3)
where
2 =
X
s ThU
h2skuh + Bphk2H 1(s) + 21; (3.4)
with
21 =
X

Z

h2(f + div(A3yh )− a0yh )2 +
X
l\ @
=;
Z
l
hl[(A3yh  n)]2
+
X
l @

Z
l
hl(A3yh  n− Buh − zb)2 +
X

Z

h2(div(A
3ph)− a0ph)2
+
X
l\ @
=;
Z
l
hl[(A3ph  n)]2 +
X
l @

Z
l
hl(A3ph  n− (yh − yd))2:
[(A3yh  n)]l is dened in (3:2); and [(A3ph  n)]l is the A-normal derivative jump over the
interior face l; dened by
[(A3ph  n)]l = (A3ph j1l − A3ph j2l )  n;
where n is the unit normal vector on l= 1l \ 2l outwards 1l .
Proof. The proof of the theorem is rather long. We divide the proof into a few steps.
The rst step of the proof is to estimate u − uh . To this end, let us rst introduce following
auxiliary system of (y(uh); p(u

h)):
a(y(uh); w) = (f;w) + (Bu

h + zb; w)U ; 8w2V; (3.5)
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a(q; p(uh)) = (y(u

h)− yd; q)U ; 8q2V: (3.6)
It is clear that for any given uh 2Kh, this system has a unique solution. It follows from (QBCP−
OPT)− (QBCP− OPT)h that 8vh 2Kh,
ku − uhk2L2(@
) = (u; u − uh)U − (uh ; u − uh)U
6− (Bp; u − uh)U − (uh ; u − uh)U
= − (Bph + uh ; u − uh)U + (B(ph − p(uh)); u − uh)U
+(B(p(uh)− p); u − uh)U
= (uh + B
ph ; u

h − vh)U + (uh + Bph ; vh − u)U
+(B(ph − p(uh)); u − uh)U − ky(uh)− yk2U
6 (uh + B
ph ; vh − u)U + (B(ph − p(uh)); u − uh)U ; (3.7)
where we have noted the following equations from (2.1){(2.2) and (3.5){(3.6):
a(y − y(uh); w) = (B(u − uh); w); 8w2V;
a(q; p − p(uh)) = (y − y(uh); q); 8q2V
and the following inequalities from (2.3) and (2.6):
(u + Bp; uh − u)U>0;
(uh + B
ph ; vh − uh)U>0; 8vh 2Kh:
It follows that (uh+B
ph)js 2H 1(s) as u is constant on s. Now take vh=ahu 2Kh, where (ahu)js=
u js is the integral average of u on the element s. It then follows that
j(Bph + uh ; ahu − u)U j = j(Bph + uh − ah(Bph + uh); ah(u − uh)− (u − uh))U j
6C
X
s
hskBph + uhkH 1(s)ku − uhkL2(s):
Therefore, we have from (3.7) that
ku − uhk2L2(@
)
6
X
s ThU
hskuh + BphkH 1(s)ku − uhkL2(s) + kB(ph − p(uh))kL2(@
)ku − uhkL2(@
)
6C
X
s ThU
h2skuh + Bphk2H 1(s) + Ckph − p(uh)k2L2(@
) +
1
2
ku − uhk2L2(@
):
Consequently, we have the following estimate for u − uh :
ku − uhk2L2(@
)6C
X
s ThU
h2skuh + Bphk2H 1(s) + Ckph − p(uh)k2L2(@
):
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To obtain the estimate for u − uh we then have to estimate kph − p(uh)k2L2(@
). To do this, let
ep=ph −p(uh), and let epI = ^hep where ^h is the interpolator as dened in Lemma 2.1. Using Eqs.
(2.4){(2.5), (3.5){(3.6) and Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, we have
ckepk2H 1(
)6 a(ep; ep) = a(ep − epI ; ep) + a(epI ; ep)
=
X

Z

(A3(ph − p(uh)) 3(ep − epI ) + a0(ph − p(uh))(ep − epI ))
+(yh − y(uh); epI )U
=
X

Z

(−div(A3ph) + a0ph)(ep − epI ) +
X

Z
@
(A3ph)  n(ep − epI )
− (yh − yd + y(uh)− yh ; ep − epI )U + (yh − y(uh); epI )U
=
X

Z

(−div(A3ph) + a0ph)(ep − epI ) +
X
l\ @
=;
Z
l
[(A3ph)  n](ep − epI )
+
X
l @

Z
l
((A3ph)  n− (yh − yd))(ep − epI ) + (yh − y(uh); ep)U
6C
X

h2
Z

(div(A3ph)− a0ph)2 + C
X
l\ @
=;
hl
Z
l
[(A3ph)  n]2
+C
X
l @

hl
Z
l
((A3ph)  n− (yh − yd))2 + Ckyh − y(uh)k2U +
c
2
kepk2H 1(
):
Therefore, we have
kph − p(uh)k2H 1(
)6C
X

h2
Z

(div(A3ph)− a0ph)2 + C
X
l\ @
=;
hl
Z
l
[(A3ph)  n]2
+C
X
l @

hl
Z
l
((A3ph)  n− (yh − yd))2 + Ckyh − y(uh)k2U :
It follows from the well-known trace theorem of H 1(
) that
kph − p(uh)k2L2(@
)6Ckph − p(uh)k2H 1(
)
6C
X

h2
Z

(div(A3ph)− a0ph)2 + C
X
l\ @
=;
hl
Z
l
[(A3ph)  n]2
+C
X
l @

hl
Z
l
((A3ph)  n− (yh − yd))2 + Ckyh − y(uh)k2L2(@
):
Still we have to estimate yh − y(uh) to nally obtain the estimate for u − uh . To this end, let
ey = yh − y(uh), and let eyI = ^hey be its interpolation as dened in Lemma 2.1. Similarly as above,
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from (2.4), (3.5), we can prove that
ckeyk2H 1(
)6 a(ey; ey) = a(yh − y(uh); ey − eyI )
=
X

Z

(A3(yh − y(uh)) 3(ey − eyI ) + a0(yh − y(uh))(ey − eyI ))
=
X

Z

(−div(A3yh ) + a0yh − f)(ey − eyI ) +
X
l\ @
=;
Z
l
[(A3yh )  n](ey − eyI )
+
Z
@

((A3yh )  n− Buh − zb)(ey − eyI )
6C
X

h2
Z

(f + div(A3yh )− a0yh )2 + C
X
l\ @
=;
hl
Z
l
[(A3yh )  n]2
+C
X
l @

hl
Z
l
((A3yh )  n− Buh − zb)2 +
c
2
keyk2H 1(
):
Therefore, again from the trace theorem
kyh − y(uh)k2L2(@
)6 kyh − y(uh)k2H 1(
)
6C
X

h2
Z

(f + div(A3yh )− a0yh )2 + C
X
l\ @
=;
hl
Z
l
[(A3yh )  n]2
+C
X
l @

hl
Z
l
((A3yh )  n− Buh − zb)2:
In summary, we have now the following estimate for u − uh :
ku − uhkU6C;
where  is dened in (3.4).
The next step of the proof is to estimate error y − yh :
ky − yhkV 6 ky − y(uh)kV + ky(uh)− yhkV
6Cku − uhkL2(@
) + ky(uh)− yhkH 1(
)6C:
Here we have noted the inequality
ky − y(uh)kH 1(
)6CkB(u − uh)kL2(@
)6Cku − uhkL2(@
)
which follows from (2.1) and (3.5) by the standard techniques.
The nal step of the proof is to estimate error p − ph :
kp − phkV 6 kp − p(uh)kV + kp(uh)− phkV
6Cky − y(uh)kH 1(
) + kph − p(uh)kH 1(
)6C:
Again we have noted the inequality
kp − p(uh)kH 1(
)6Cky − y(uh)kL2(@
)6Cky − y(uh)kH 1(
)
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which is from (2.2) and (3.6). Therefore, nally we have
ku − uhk2U + ky − yhk2V + kp − phk2V6C2:
Then estimate (3.3) follows.
It is interesting to compare the estimates ^ and :
^2 =
X

Z

h2(f + div(A3yh )− a0yh )2 +
X
l6 @

Z
l
hl[(A3yh  n)]2
+
X
l @

Z
l
hl((A3yh  n)− Buh − zb)2
and
2 =
X
s ThU
h2skuh + Bphk2H 1(s) + 21;
where
21 =
X

Z

h2(f + div(A3yh )− a0yh )2 +
X
l\ @
=;
Z
l
hl[(A3yh  n)]2
+
X
l @

Z
l
hl(A3yh  n− Buh − zb)2 +
X

Z

h2(div(A
3ph)− a0ph)2
+
X
l\ @
=;
Z
l
hl[(A3ph  n)]2 +
X
l @

Z
l
hl(A3ph  n− (yh − yd))2:
It follows that the full a posteriori error estimator  consists of two parts: the part 1 is contributed
from the approximation error of the state equation and that of the co-state equation, and the other is
from the approximation error of the variational inequality. The part 1 can be divided into two parts:
one is from the approximation error of the state equation and the other from that of the co-state
equation. All of these three parts may be of the same order as h! 0. The estimate ^ only has the
part from the approximation error of the state equation in 1, as only the state equation is used in
deriving a posteriori error indicators, and thus information on the other approximation errors is lost.
Therefore, an adaptive scheme based on the partial a posteriori error estimate ^ is unlikely always
to yield ecient mesh renements.
Convergence analysis and a priori error estimates of the nite element approximation of optimal
control problems have been extensively studied and are widely available in the literature. The main
merit of a posteriori error estimates like the ones in Theorem 3.1 is not to replace or improve these
existing results, though a posteriori error estimates may lead to some a priori error bounds if suitable
assumptions are further made. The estimates in Theorem 3.1 bound the total approximation error
by the a posteriori estimator  and make it possible to calculate the distribution of  over each
individual element. One of the likely applications of the a posteriori error estimates is to design
more ecient mesh renement in adaptive nite element methods.
In general a posteriori error estimates are used as error indicators to guide the mesh renement
in adaptive nite element methods. In the nite element approximation of PDEs for instance, a
posteriori error estimates have been widely used for this purpose, and proved much more ecient
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and reliable than, for example, the uniform mesh renement strategy. The general idea is to rene
the mesh such that the error indicators like  are \equally" distributed over the computational mesh.
For instance, assume that an a posteriori error estimator  has the form of 2 =
P
ei 
2
ei , where ei is
the nite elements. At each iteration, an average quantity of all 2ei is calculated, and each 
2
ei is then
compared with this quantity. The element ei is to be rened if 2ei is larger than this quantity. As 
2
ei
represents the distribution of total approximation error over ei, this strategy makes sure that higher
density of nodes is distributed over the area where the error is higher. Based on this principle and
Theorem 3.1, a possible implementation of adaptive element nite approximation of (QBCP) is as
follows:
An adaptive algorithm: Starting from initial triangulation Th0 and Th0U of 
h and @
h, we construct
a sequence of rened triangulation Thj and ThjU as follows. Given T
hj and ThjU , we compute the solution
(yhj ; p

hj ; u

hj) of system (2.4){(2.6) and two averages of the error estimator
Ej =
1
m
 X

Z

h2(f + div(A3yhj)− a0yhj)2 +
X
l\ @
=;
Z
l
hl [(A3yhj  n)]2
+
X
l @

Z
l
hl (A3yhj  n− Buhj − zb)2 +
X

Z

h2(div(A
3phj)− a0phj)2
+
X
l\ @
=;
Z
l
hl[(A3phj  n)]2 +
X
l @

Z
l
hl(A3phj  n− (yhj − yd))2
!
;
EjU =
1
mU
0
@ X
s ThU
h2skuhj + Bphjk2H 1(s)
1
A ;
where m and mU are the numbers of the elements of Thj and T
hj
U , respectively. Then we adopt the
following mesh renement strategy. For ease of exposition, we only state the renement strategy for
the two-dimensional case. All the triangles 2Thj satisfying
2>1:5E
j;
where
2 =
Z

h2(f + div(A3yhj)− a0yhj)2 +
1
2
X
l(@n@
)
Z
l
hl[(A3yhj  n)]2
+
X
l(@\@
)
Z
l
hl(A3yhj  n− Buhj − zb)2 +
Z

h2(div(A
3phj)− a0phj)2
+
1
2
X
l(@n@
)
Z
l
hl[(A3phj  n)]2 +
X
l(@\@
)
Z
l
hl(A3phj  n− (yhj − yd))2
are divided into four new triangles in Thj+1 by joining the midpoint of the edges. In order to obtain
a new regular triangulation Thj+1 which satises all the conditions described in the Section 2, some
additional triangles need to be divided into two or four depending on whether they have one or
more neighbour which have been rened (see [44] for details).
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Similarly, all the elements s2ThjU with
2s>1:5E
j
U ;
where
2s = h
2
skuh + Bphk2H 1(s)
are divided into two new elements by adding a new node in the midpoint of s. Then we obtain the
new mesh Thj+1 and Thj+1U .
The above procedure will continue until
Ej + EjU6;
where  is a given tolerant error.
For ease of implementation, when we construct the initial triangulation Th0 and Th0U , we do T
h0
rstly, then construct Th0U on the boundary @

h such that each element s2Th0U is contained in one
edge of an element 2Th0 , or every element s2Th0U contains of one or more (whole) edges of
elements 2Th0 .
It is clear that much more research is needed to investigate the computational issues on possible
implementation of these error indicators.
Remark 3.2. Other cases can also be dealt with similarly. For instance, let K=fu2U : juj61g. The
one can take Kh= fvh 2Uh: jvhj61g. Then we still have KhK and ahu 2Kh. Then the estimates
in Theorem 3.1 still hold for the case K = fu2U : juj61g. The case where the obstacle g is not a
constant can also be dealt with. Let u=uold−g. Then the original control problem (QBCP) becomes
(K = fu2U : u>0g)
min
u2K
fky − ydk2L2(@
)=2 + ku+ gk2L2(@
)=2g;
a(y(u); w) = (f;w) + (B(u+ g) + zb; w)U ; 8w2V = H 1(
):
Then one can apply the estimates in Theorem 3.1. The two-side no-constant obstacle case is however
much more dicult to deal with.
One can also consider more general objective functions.
4. Discussions
There are many important issues to be addressed in this area. Deriving a posteriori error estimates
for more complicated problems like ow control and other nonlinear control problems (e.g., optimal
control for variational inequality, studied in [9,31,32]) calls for new techniques. It is also very
interesting to investigate state-constrained optimal control problems, though work on a priori error
bounds on the nite element approximation of the problems is known (see [5,42,43]). Finally, many
computational issues have to be addressed: these error indicators or estimators have to be cooperated
into the mathematical programming algorithms used to solve the nite-dimensional control problems.
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